BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE

This section lists articles and reviews of books relevant to Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Entries are classified under the following headings: Reference and General; History (through 1948) and Geography; Palestinian Politics and Society; Jerusalem; Israeli Politics, Society, and Zionism; Arab and Middle Eastern Politics; International Relations; Law; Military; Economy, Society, and Education; Literature, Arts, and Culture; and Book Reviews.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY SOURCE ABBREVIATIONS

AHR (American Historical Review)
BRJMES (British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies)
CO (Cahiers de l’Orient)
CSSAME (Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East)
ERS (Ethnic and Racial Studies)
HQ (Hawliyyat al-Quds)
ICMR (Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations)
IJAFA (Israel Journal of Foreign Affairs)
IJMES (International Journal of Middle East Studies)
ISSR (Israel Studies Review)
JAMMR (Journal of Arab and Muslim Media Research)
JCH (Journal of Contemporary History)
JIsFA (Journal of Israeli Foreign Affairs)
JIsH (Journal of Israeli History)
JQ (Jerusalem Quarterly)
MA (Al-Mustaqbal al-‘Arabi)
MDF (Majalla al-Dirasat al-Filastiniyya)
MEJ (Middle East Journal)
MEJCC (Middle East Journal of Culture and Communication)
MEQ (Middle East Quarterly)
MER (Middle East Report)
MES (Middle Eastern Studies)
MP (Mediterranean Politics)
MQ (Mediterranean Quarterly)
SA (Shu’un al-Awsat)
SCT (Studies in Conflict and Terrorism)
SD (al-Siyasa al-Duwaliyya)
TWQ (Third World Quarterly)